Case Study: Saltire Facilities Management

COMMUNICATION
MATTERS.
COMPLETELY

Field based
business
required
reliable
communication
stream.

Saltire Facilities Management, founded in 2000, are one of the UK’s largest central heating and electrical service providers.
They credit their success through keeping happy customers, using a combination of innovative solutions alongside first class
customer service. Communication plays a key part in this offering.

Client Requirement
Constant communication between all staff in the various
departments is imperative to the success of Saltire.

As a predominantly
field-based business,
Saltire required a
mobile contract
that was well managed
and cost effective.
Complete Voice &
Data were able to
offer the management
required and the
reliability.

“...continue to offer first class customer
service.”

The Client

Client Feedback

With many engineers being field based, communication
between them and the head office needed to be reliable.

‘We required a well managed account that would
ensure that our lines of communication are reliable
at all times. It is imperative to our business.

A network with trusted and reliable coverage was imperative
and so the decision was made for Saltire to remain on the
Vodafone network. They had previously experienced good
coverage in their various areas of work.

With the nature of our business, we also required
flexibility. Complete Voice & Data were able to
deliver our needs and continue to offer first
class customer service’.

The main requirement of Saltire was a comprehensive service
wrap. It was vital that they had a trusted supplier to reliably
manage the account and ensure spend was kept to a
minimum.

Ally Blythe | Business Support Manager | Saltire FM

Our service includes:
Initial and ongoing analysis of the phone tariffs you use for work to ensure
they are providing the most efficient service possible.
A dedicated business mobile phone account manager who will handle
your account throughout the length of your contract.

Solution

Quarterly face-to-face or remote reviews of your mobile systems with your
dedicated work phone account manager.

Complete Voice and Data have transitioned the management
of the extensive Saltire FM mobile estate over to themselves.

First class customer service backed up with dedicated contacts and
ongoing technical support for all solutions available 7 days per week.

Working closely with the Vodafone network, Complete Voice &
Data managed the entire migration process to ensure minimal
disruption to service. Saltire was able to retain all of their
existing hardware and numbers, ensuring a seamless transfer to
Complete Voice & Data.

Access to the latest business mobile phones and connectivity platforms
at fair, cost-effective prices.

Following extensive account analysis, a simple SIM only data
shared plan was implemented, with part of the account placed
on a bespoke term, which suits the nature of the business.
Complete Voice & Data will continue to manage the account
throughout the term to ensure it remains fit for purpose.

If you are interested in how Complete Voice & Data can help to improve
your business mobile solutions, why not get in touch?

Access to an impartial contact to help with any network or connectivity
issues, or changes to your account that may arise.

We can have a no-obligation discussion about the possibilities that are
open to you.
Please call 0333 772 9544 or email sales@completevoiceanddata.com.
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